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microscopy and 2D photography. Automatic comparison algorithms have been introduced for various 
scenarios, such as matching cartridge cases[1],[2] or matching bullet striae[3],[4],[5]. One key aspect of 
validating these automatic comparison algorithms is to evaluate the performance of the algorithm on 
external tests, that is, using data which were not used to train the algorithm. Here, we present a 
discussion of the performance of the matching algorithm[6] in three studies conducted using different 
Ruger weapons. We consider the performance of three scoring measures: random forest score, cross 
correlation, and consecutive matching striae (CMS) at the land-to-land level and, using Sequential Average 
Maxima scores, also at the bullet-to bullet level. Cross correlation and random forest scores both result in 
perfect discrimination of same-source and different-source bullets. At the land-to-land level, 
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Comparison of three similarity scores for bullet LEA
matching
Abstract
Recent advances in microscopy have made it possible to collect 3D topographic
data, enabling more precise virtual comparisons based on the collected 3D data
as a supplement to traditional comparison microscopy and 2D photography.
Automatic comparison algorithms have been introduced for various scenarios,
such as matching cartridge cases [1, 2] or matching bullet striae [3, 4, 5]. One key
aspect of validating these automatic comparison algorithms is to evaluate the
performance of the algorithm on external tests, that is, using data which were
not used to train the algorithm. Here, we present a discussion of the performance
of the matching algorithm [6] in three studies conducted using different Ruger
weapons. We consider the performance of three scoring measures: random forest
score, cross correlation, and consecutive matching striae (CMS) at the land-to-
land level and, using Sequential Average Maxima scores, also at the bullet-to
bullet level. Cross correlation and random forest scores both result in perfect
discrimination of same-source and different-source bullets. At the land-to-land
level, discrimination for both cross correlation and random forest scores (based
on area under the curve, AUC) is excellent (≥ 0.90).
Keywords: forensic science, toolmark, cross correlation, random forest, 3D
microscopy, land engraved areas (LEAs)
In current practice, firearms and toolmark examiners (FTE) evaluate the
similarity of striae on bullets by placing the evidence together with another bul-
let under a comparison microscope. The second bullet could be a test fire from
a weapon recovered during the investigation, or it could be a second bullet from
the crime scene. Examiners visually classify similarity according to the theory
of firearms identification [7] as one of identification, inconclusive or exclusion.
Exact guidelines for this classification vary from lab to lab; some labs will ex-
clude only on the basis of non-matching class characteristics, such as direction
of the twist in rifling, land length or number of lands, or type of rifling. In other
labs, CMS (consecutively matching striae) as defined by Biasotti [8] is used as a
measure to quantify the similarity of two lands. In virtually all labs, individual
characteristics used to identify matching bullets are derived from visual assess-
ment; some class characteristics may be directly measured, but these are not
sufficient for individualization.
More explicit characterization of bullet surfaces has been discussed since at
least 1958 by Davis [9], but at the time technology was not sufficiently advanced
to make an analysis based on 3D measurements or surface traces a viable option.








Gardner [10] demonstrated use of a scanning electron microscope to quantita-
tively examine and compare bullet striae. More recently, approaches using 3D
measurement data were explicitly described in 1999 by De Kinder and Bonfanti
[5], and have been further developed in [11, 12, 13]. These approaches utilize 3D
surface measurements directly to characterize the topology of land engraved ar-
eas (LEAs), rather than using visual or image comparison techniques. In many
cases, these approaches also provide some level of automation of the compari-
son process, with the goal of reducing human biases by augmenting the visual
information with 3D measurements. Utilizing the 3D measurements allows for
examination of both peaks and valleys in LEAs. It also allows us to take the
depth of striae into account; something that is difficult, if not impossible, from
visual inspection.
Commonly, approaches derived from 3D surface measurements use some
features which are similar to those visually assessed by FTEs [14]. Class char-
acteristics, which are shared by a group of firearms with the same rifling design,
manufacturer, and tooling process, are typically evaluated first, as a mismatch
on class charcteristics is sufficient for an exclusion. Automated approaches to
estimation of width of the land engraved area and twist angle were described in
Chu et al. [13]. Individual characteristics, which are not shared by all members
of a class, can also be automatically assessed from 3D surface measurements.
One of the most common features used to describe the similarity of two surfaces
is the cross correlation function, which is utilized in several studies [15, 16, 13].
Additional features proposed for automatically assessing similarity also include
signature distance [15], striae depth and width [10], and consecutive matching
striae (CMS) [4].
1. Methods
In the matching algorithm proposed in Redacted [6], several features are
combined using a random forest [17] to produce a similarity score based on 3D
topographic scans of land engraved areas (LEAs). In order to generate these
features, some pre-processing is necessary in order to transform the 3D surface
measurements into ‘signatures’ which can be compared.
1.1. Automated Processing of 3D Scans
From each land engraved area a signature is derived using the process de-
scribed in detail in Redacted [6]:
(a) Identify an area on the LEA with expressed striae. Locate a stable crosscut
in the identified area; that is, an area where the striae are similar in the
region above and below the crosscut. This excludes regions with extreme
pitting, breakoff, tank rash, and other flaws that would interfere with
similarity score calculation.
(b) Discard extraneous/contaminated data, such as data from groove engraved
area and areas affected by break-off or contact with objects after the bullet












































Figure 1: Signatures of all six lands of bullets 1 and 2 from barrel 1 of the Hamby set 44.
Matching lands between the two bullets have been placed above each other.
(c) Remove bullet curvature using a non-parametric smooth.
A signature for a land engraved area is then defined as the sequence S(x),
x = 1, ..., I, where I is the number of observed locations across the base of the
bullet. Figure 1 shows a set of six signatures corresponding to the six land
engraved areas of bullets 1 and 2 from barrel 1 of set 44 of the Hamby study
[18].
Once signatures have been extracted from stable regions with expressed
striae, they must be aligned in order to assess their similarity, just as examiners
would manually align two bullets under a comparison microscope. Maximized
cross correlation is used to pair-wise align signatures [3, 16].
The cross correlation (CC) function between two signatures S1(x) and S2(x)
is defined as
CC(S1, S2, z) = cor (S1(x), S2(x + z))
where x and x + z are integer values appropriately defined within the domains
of S1 and S2, z is the lag between the two sequences, and cor(., .) is the Pearson
correlation coefficient. When signatures contain missing values, pairwise com-
plete observations are used to calculate the cross correlation. The lag z used to
achieve maximum CC is used to determine the best alignment.
1.2. Statistics for Matching Aligned Signatures
Using the lag determined for aligning two signatures, other quantitative fea-
tures describing the similarity of the two signatures can be extracted. Numerical
features such as cross correlation and Euclidean distance can be computed from
the aligned signatures alone. Additional features are modeled after visual as-
sessment methods used by examiners, including striae depth, total number of
matching striae, and the number of consecutively matching striae (CMS).
In order to evaluate CMS, we must first identify peaks and valleys in each
of the signatures, then determine whether these peaks and valleys overlap suffi-










the identification of these extrema, as striation marks and the corresponding
peaks are the most salient feature when viewing a bullet using a microscope.
If there are at least six consecutive matching striae, the bullets are considered
to be similar in practice [19, 20]. CMS, as measured by examiners, is the num-
ber of consecutively matching peaks in signatures of two aligned lands, and,
because examiner typically lines up two distinctive markings, resulting in at
least one matching striation mark. Peaks – rather than peaks and valleys – are
used in part because it is difficult to visually assess valleys except as relative to
peaks. In contrast, the matching algorithm can identify both peaks and valleys,
and signatures are aligned based on maximum cross-correlation (as opposed
to matching striation marks), there is the possibility that two lands will have
zero consecutive matching striae. Thus, the matching algorithm uses a slightly
different measure of CMS than examiners, but the underlying principle is the
same. The algorithms used to identify peaks and valleys in each signature and
determine CMS from the peak and valley identifications are described in more
detail in [6, p. 2340, step 3 – 4].
Cross correlation can also be used to assess similarity between two aligned
signatures. Cross correlation varies between -1 and 1, but as the alignment is
based on the maximized cross correlation value, in practice the cross correlations
for aligned signatures are generally positive. Cross correlation values which are
close to 1 indicate similarity between signatures, with the possibility that the
two signatures come from the same source. Low cross correlation values indicate
signatures which are different and thus may originate from different sources.
The random forest presented in Redacted [6] is based on a combination of
multiple characteristics, including cross correlation, number of matching striae,
and number of consecutively matching striae. The output of the random forest
is a score between 0 and 1 representing the algorithm’s assessment of the sim-
ilarity of the two signatures, where scores close to 1 indicate signatures which
are similar and may have originated from the same source, while scores close
to 0 indicate that the aligned signatures are different and may originate from
different sources.
1.3. Interpreting the Algorithm Score
The features described above are each individually designed to separate
same-source and different-source signatures: for instance, same-source signa-
tures would have high cross correlation values and different-source signatures
would have low cross correlation values. For each feature, or an aggregate score
composed of many features, the end result for any two signatures is a number
which must be compared to a distribution of other scores from similar situations.
Using this distribution of scores and training data, an automated algorithm
selects a cutoff value, introducing a barrier between identification and exclu-
sion. This threshold system introduces a binary classification: identification or
exclusion. This definition of error is more stringent than the AFTE Theory of
Identification, in that it does not allow for inconclusive results. This increased
rigor may increase the error rate of the model when compared to examiner er-

















Table 1: Possible outcomes of an examination of two pieces of evidence. Correct decisions
are shown in the top-right and bottom-left corners; incorrect decisions in the top-left and
bottom-right corners.
measurement data will compensate for this loss. A binary decision model is also
easier to interpret and provides more clear-cut, definitive results than the AFTE
Theory of Identification system used in most forensic laboratories in the United
States. Of course, in jurisdictions which utilize score-based likelihood ratios,
this threshold system is not necessary because likelihood ratios are continuous.
Even with likelihood ratios, however, there is a natural threshold at 1 which
functions similarly to the selected threshold in the binary decision case.
The remainder of this paper will utilize the binary decision model which
is compatible with the legal framework commonly used in US jurisdictions.
With this model, we can enumerate characteristics of an ideal similarity scoring
mechanism:
(R1) Monotonicity: a higher score is indicative of higher similarity between
a pair of bullets, in particular, similarity scores of same-source pairs of
bullets are higher than different-source pairs.
(R2) Stability: the same score leads to the same conclusion in all situations
and under separately assembled reference distributions.
In particular, requirement (R2) would imply that the same threshold value
would be used for all comparisons of a certain scoring mechanism. If the
same-source and different-source similarity score distributions overlap, setting
a threshold value will introduce classification errors.
1.4. Identification Errors and Algorithm Evaluation
When evaluating algorithm performance, it is useful to systematically assess
the set of possible outcomes. If ground truth and the algorithm’s prediction
match, we have either a correct identification or a correct exclusion. If ground
truth and the algorithm’s prediction do not match, we distinguish between two
types of errors, which we will refer to as wrong identification and missed
identification. Wrong identifications are those in which two bullets from dif-
ferent sources are determined to be from the same source. Missed identifications
are those in which two bullets from the same source are determined to be from
different sources. The full range of possible outcomes is shown in Table 1.
In machine learning and statistics, it is common to evaluate algorithms using
sensitivity and specificity; these concepts are related to the error rate. Sensitiv-
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Figure 2: Overview of land-land matching scores for two pairs of bullet-bullet comparisons.
On the left the two bullets are known to come from the same source (barrel) on the right, the
bullets are from two different sources (barrels).
that is, when ground truth is same source, the sensitivity is the proportion of
correct identifications. Specificity is defined as the proportion of actual nega-
tives that are correctly identified; that is, when ground truth is different source,
the specificity is the proportion of correct identifications. The combination of
sensitivity and specificity is sufficient to describe the reliability of an algorithm.
When evaluating the Redacted [6] algorithm, we will describe errors as a
percentage of correct evaluations. Statistics that do not translate to percent-
form interpretation, such as area under the curve (AUC), will be presented as
a decimal.
1.5. Assessing Bullet-to-Bullet Similarity
Each of the scoring methods we have described is computed on a land-to-
land basis. While these comparisons are useful, the question of interest typically
involves the entire physical object (e.g. all lands on a single bullet), and a
conclusion on same or different source should be reached based on the evidence
of all lands of the two bullets.
Land-to-land comparisons lead to a whole set of scores to evaluate for bullet-
to-bullet comparisons. Figure 2 shows two matrices of scores for two pairs of
bullet-to-bullet matches. On the left, a matrix is shown that is typical for scores
from two bullets from the same barrel. On the right, values for a pair of known
non-matching bullets are shown.
While some imaging systems, such as BulletTrax 3D1 or BalScan2, may
capture lower-resolution scans of an entire bullet at one time, confocal light
microscopes do not have 360◦ capability. Thus, when imaging bullets using a
confocal light microscope, operators scan one land at a time in a clockwise (left
twisted rifling) or anti-clockwise (right twisted rifling) sequence. The order in












Let us assume that lands on a bullet are labelled `i with i = 1, .., p, where
p indicates the number of lands a bullet has, as determined by the rifling of a
barrel. For all of the bullets considered here the number of lands, p, is 6. A
match between a pair of lands from two bullets therefore results in an expected
additional p− 1 matches between pairs of lands. These lands are also expected
to be in a sequence, i.e. if there is a match between lands `i on bullet 1 and `j
on bullet 2, we also expect lands `i⊕s and `j⊕s to match for all integers s, where
⊕ is defined as a⊕ b ≡ ((a + b− 1) mod p) + 1. This relationship gives rise to
the sequence average maximum (SAM) to quantify a bullet-to-bullet match.
Definition (Sequence Average and its Maximum)
Let A be a square real-valued matrix of dimensions p × p. For the purpose of
this paper, A consists of scores describing the similarity between two sets of land
engraved areas. The entries in A are represented as ai,j, where i and j are row
and column indexes.






ai,i⊕k, where i⊕ k := ((i + k − 1) mod p) + 1.







Looking back at Figure 2, we see that for the two bullets from the same barrel,
the sequence average for k = 2 is higher than the other sequence averages, and
also higher than the sequence averages for the other pair of bullets shown on
the right of the figure. SAM scores allow us to define a single quantity for each
pair of bullets that describes the similarity between these two bullets.
The sequence average maximum of the correlation between lands is used in
SensoComp [22] to capture the similarity between bullets. The correlation based
SAM score has also been called the ’average correlation calculated at the max
phase’ in Chu et al. [13].
Random forests [17] have a built-in internal testing mechanism to prevent
potential overfitting. Errors reported by random forest algorithms are based
on these internal test sets, though there is some debate about the bias of these
errors [23, 24]. Neither of these papers addresses another issue with internal test
sets: internal test sets are constructed to have the same distribution as the train-
ing data (apart from sampling variability). For any machine learning method, a
true benchmark of the performance of an algorithm requires testing its perfor-
mance on external test data. Good performance (in terms of wrong and missed
identifications) on external test data validates a ML algorithm. External data
also allows an assessment of the algorithm’s sensitivity to distributional changes
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Figure 3: Sketch of all six land-to-land sequences between two bullets with six lands.
In this paper, we validate the algorithm described in Redacted [6] on three
external test sets. We assess the results on each set and evaluate whether
the minimal requirements described above are fulfilled for bullet-to-bullet SAM
scores. We compare the random forest algorithm’s performance to the perfor-
mance of other suggested measures for quantitative assessment of bullet simi-
larity, such as cross correlation and consecutive matching striae.
2. Validation Sets
The algorithm in Redacted [6] is trained on scans from Hamby sets 252 and
173 made available through Zheng [25]. Set 173 was originally published as
Hamby set 44, but the mis-labeling has been recently corrected. The scans used
to train the model were taken at 20 fold magnification for a resolution of 1.5625
microns per pixel. While magnification is generally of interest in microscopy,
resolution – usually measured in microns per pixel – is of more interest for
3D topographic measurements, as it determines the operative level of available
data.
For the validation of the automatic matching algorithm we are considering
three validation sets of – what should be – increasing difficulty level:
• Hamby set 44 is one set of the Hamby study [18]. Each Hamby set con-
sists of a total of 35 bullets fired through ten consecutively manufactured
barrels of Rugers P85. Each set consists of 20 known bullets (two from
each of the ten barrels) and 15 questioned bullets of unknown origin. Note
that all Hamby sets are closed sets; that is, all questioned bullets are fired
through one of the ten barrels. The ammunition used for this set were 9
mm Luger 115 Grain Full Metal Jacket from the Winchester Ammunition
Company.
• Phoenix PD Tylor Klep from Phoenix PD provided sets of known test










fires (B1, B2, B3) from each of eight different, consecutively rifled Ruger
P-95 barrels (A9, C8, F6, L5, M2, P7, R3, U10). Ten questioned bullets
were provided (B, E, H, J, K N, Q, T, Y, Z). This set is an open set; that
is, it is not known in advance whether all (or any) of the questioned bullets
are fired from the known barrels. In fact, the results will show that three of
the questioned bullets were fired from three different barrels not included
in the knowns. These three barrels correspond to an eleventh Ruger P-95
barrel, a Ruger P-95C barrel and a Ruger P-85 barrel. All bullets fired
for this study are American Eagle 9mm Luger full metal jackets. Land
engraved areas for each of the six lands of each bullet were scanned by
Bill Henderson (Sensofar).
• Houston FSI This study was set up by Melissa Nally and Kasi Kirk-
sey from FSI Houston. Three test sets based on ten consecutively rifled
Ruger LCP barrels (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J) and three other, non-
consecutively rifled Ruger LCP barrels (R1, R2, R3). Each test set consists
of three test fires each from five consecutively rifled barrels. Additionally,
ten questioned bullets are provided for each kit. The ammunition used
in both test fires and the questioned bullets were Remington UMC 9mm
Luger Full Metal Jackets. All three of the test sets are open; that is, not
every one of the questioned bullets is fired from the five known barrels
in each of the test set. The structure of these three sets is similar to a
forthcoming study by Nally and Kirksey, but the results here come from
preliminary test sets made available to us.
Scans of all land engraved areas for the validation data were taken on a Sen-
sofar Confocal Light microscope at 20x magnification resulting in a resolution
of 0.645 microns per pixel. If not indicated otherwise, scans were taken at the
Roy J Carver high resolution microscopy lab at Iowa State University.
Case studies were chosen such that theoretical difficulty for the matching
algorithm increases with each case study: Hamby set 44 is part of the Hamby
study. The algorithm in Redacted [6] was trained on sets 173 and 252, so the
bullets in Hamby 44 are of the same type of ammunition and are fired through
the same barrels as the bullets in the training set. The Phoenix PD set uses
Ruger P-95 barrels, which are different from the barrels in the Hamby sets used
for training the algorithm, but the barrels are rifled similarly to the Ruger P-85
barrels. The Houston sets use Ruger LCP barrels. These barrels are first rifled
traditionally, i.e. similar to the Ruger P-85, but are treated with a secondary
round of heating after rifling, which may introduce some subclass characteristics.
This should make the automatic matching harder, and in particular, is expected
to complicate the classification as different-source land engraved areas/bullets.
In all three studies, the scan resolution is much higher than the scans used to
train the algorithm in Redacted [6]; this difference also provides a test of the
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Hamby set 44
Figure 4: Hamby set 44: overview of all bullet-to-bullet matches between all pairs of questioned
bullets (y-axis) and known test fires from ten barrels (x axis).
3. Results
3.1. Hamby Set 44
Figure 4 shows an overview of all scores from pairs of questioned bullets
with all other bullets. On the left of Figure 4 there are ten strips labelled 1
through 10. These strips correspond to known barrels 1 through 10. Each
barrel was test-fired twice, so each of the questioned bullets (shown along the y
axis) matches two bullets fired from a known barrel. Colored tiles are used to
show the similarity score: light grey colors correspond to low similarity scores,
dark colors correspond to high similarity scores. Ground truth is encoded in
this figure as a thin, dark, colored frame for all pairs of same-source bullets.
Ideally, we want to see one barrel with two dark-filled, dark-framed tiles for
each questioned bullet, and light grey tiles for all other barrels, indicating a
match between a questioned bullet and a single barrel. This expectation is
met for all questioned bullets, i.e. the automatic matching identifies the correct
barrel for all questioned bullets. For two of the questioned bullets, ’I’ and ’F’,
the similarity scores to the matching barrels are considerably smaller than for
the other questioned bullets.
The right side of Figure 4 shows the relationship between all pairs of ques-
tioned bullets. Note that questioned bullets are not compared to themselves,
leaving white squares on the diagonal. Some of the questioned bullets match the
same barrel, e.g. questioned bullets ’P’ and ’J’ both match barrel 5. Therefore
bullets ’P’ and ’J’ also match each other in the square on the right hand side.
3.2. Phoenix PD
Figure 5 shows an overview of similarity scores for all pairs of questioned
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Figure 5: Phoenix study: overview of all bullet-to-bullet matches between all pairs of ques-
tioned bullets (y-axis) and known test fires from ten barrels (x axis). The order of the bullets
on the y axis is determined by matching barrel.
Here, we see that questioned bullets either match all 3 bullets fired out of the
same barrel for exactly one of the barrels or none of the known barrels. Ques-
tioned bullets ’Q’, ’Y’, and ’Z’, do not match any of the known barrels. None of
the test fires from barrel U10 match any of the questioned bullets. This is a sign
of the previously mentioned open set characteristic of the study. Once again,
the results from automatic matching correctly pair questioned bullets with their
corresponding barrels.
3.3. Houston FSI
Figure 6 shows an overview of the three sets of scores for all pairs of ques-
tioned bullets with all other bullets in the set. In set 1, five of the questioned
bullets can be matched to known bullets in the set. None of the questioned bul-
lets in set 1 match bullets fired from barrels KC or KD. Additionally, two of the
questioned bullets which do not match any of the barrels in the set match each
other (U28 and U37). In set 2, four of the questioned bullets can be matched
to known bullets in the set; of the additional four questioned bullets which do
not match any known bullets, two were fired from the same barrel (bullets U34
and U73). In set 3, six of the questioned bullets match known bullets, and the
remaining two questioned bullets match each other (bullets U14 and U45) but
do not match any known bullets in the set. While all bullet-to-bullet matches
are correctly identified, and no known matches are missed, it is obvious from
the generally lighter shades of the tiles corresponding to matching bullets in
Figure 6(b) that the algorithm is not performing as well on set 2 as it performs
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Figure 6: Overview of matching scores for all pairs of questioned bullets to known bullets










4. Evaluating the Random Forest Algorithm
The random forest scores correctly separate known matches from known
non-matches, using SAM scores to aggregate land-to-land scores into a bullet-
to-bullet comparison. With no errors at the bullet-to-bullet level, we can now
evaluate the scores in light of (R1) and (R2). In this section, we will primarily
compare the random forest scores to cross correlation scores; cross correlation is
one of the components of the random forest, but has also been used to quantify
the similarity of two signatures in its own right [13]. In addition, both scoring
methods use the same scale (0 to 1) and are continuous along that interval;
other evaluation methods, such as consecutive matching striae, are discrete and
more difficult to directly compare to continuous measurements.
4.1. Comparison of SAM scores
Figure 7 shows density curves for the scores bullet-to-bullet matches of each
of the studies, comparing the SAM scores based on cross correlation (top) and
the random forest score (bottom). Color indicates ground truth. Small vertical
lines below the x-axis indicate observed scores in a rug-plot. The plot shows that
for all three case studies and both continuous measures, i.e. SAM scores based
on cross correlation as well as SAM scores based on the random forest scores,
all similarity scores are higher for pairs of bullets from the same source, i.e.
bullets fired through the same barrel, than pairs of bullets from different sources
(fired through different barrels). There is considerably more ambiguity in the
SAM CMS scores, where the same-source distribution significantly overlaps the
different-source distribution.
According to Figure 7, neither cross correlation nor random forest (RF) score
fulfill both of the minimal requirements laid out in the introduction. Both mea-
sures fulfill (R1), i.e. all scores of different-source pairs are lower than scores
of same-source pairs for SAM scores based on cross correlation and RF scores.
However, SAM scores based on the multivariate random forest score show bet-
ter separation between same-source and different-source scores than SAM scores
based on cross correlation. This can be seen from the larger horizontal distance
between the modes (peaks) of the density curves of RF based SAM scores com-
pared to the cross correlation SAM scores.
Regarding requirement (R2), Figure 7 shows that a single cutoff value does
not exist that separates same-source scores from different-source scores across
all three studies and all three scoring measures.
There are several approaches for potential improvements: we can try to
fine tune the matching algorithm to take make and model of the firearm and
ammunition used into account or expand the training base of the algorithm to
include a wider variety of makes and models. The downside of either of these
options is that we would need to considerably expand the database used for
training. Another solution would be to augment the aggregation used to get
from land-to-land scores to bullet scores: SAM scores only take the scores of
the maximum sequence into account and ignore scores associated with pairs of
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Figure 7: Density curves of similarity scores from random forest scores (top), cross correlation
(middle), and consecutive matching striae (bottom). Different colors indicate same source
versus different source. Ideally all scores of different source pairs should be much lower than










useful in establishing a baseline that better expresses similarity between pairs of
bullets. One approach that uses scores for both same source pairs and different
source pairs are score-based likelihood ratios [26, 27].
4.2. Digging deeper: comparison of land-to-land scores
Examining land-to-land scores provides more details about the matching
algorithm’s performance. Figure 9 shows density curves for each study. There
is some overlap between known matching and known non-matching land-to-land
scores; in many cases the random forest scores for these overlapping values are
more extreme than the corresponding cross correlation scores. This suggests
that the matching algorithm is sensitive to the presence of LEAs which have
low land-to-land similarity scores, such as the matches of bullets ’I’ and ’F’ in
the Hamby 44 study. Comparing this to the bullet-to-bullet score density plot
shown in Figure 7, we see that there is much greater separation between the
same-source and different-source densities for each study in the bullet-to-bullet
comparisons than in the land-to-land comparisons, that is, one or two poorly
matching lands does not prevent the bullet from showing a matching score,
though if there are weak matches on several lands, such as the marked Hamby
44 comparisons in Figure 7, the overall score may be affected.
Several lands in Hamby set 44 have major deficiencies, such as ‘tank rash’
(a collision of the bullet after exiting the barrel with a surface causing markings
on top of the striations from the barrel) or extreme pitting (holes caused by
direct contact with burning gun powder). Figure 8 shows rendered scans of all
affected lands in the Hamby-44 set. These issues affect the algorithm’s ability
to identify a stable signature, which impacts the subsequent similarity scores at
the land-to-land and bullet-to-bullet level.
Three lands from bullets known to be fired from barrel 8 are affected, pro-
ducing low scores for barrel 8 in Figure 4. We also see that questioned bullet
’I’ is affected, explaining some of the low similarity scores for this bullet. None
of the lands of any of the bullets in the other studies are affected by tank rash
in a similar manner.
When evaluating classifier performance, it is common to use a receiver op-
erating characteristic (ROC) curve, which plots the percent of wrong identi-
fications against the percent correct identifications for each possible value of
the cutoff between the two classes (in this case, known match and known non-
match). As the land-to-land scores are not perfectly separated, we can use
ROC curves to distinguish between the performance of the different methods
and studies. The ROC curves for the land-to-land scores are shown in Figure 10
(a). A perfect classifier would have 100% correct identifications and 0% wrong
identifications, e.g. the ROC curve would be a right angle at (0, 100). Classi-
fiers with better performance will be closer to this corner of the plot. A random
classifier would have an ROC curve that was a straight diagonal line through
(0, 0) and (100, 100).
In Figure 10a, the Houston FSI G1 and G3 curves and the Phoenix PD
curve show excellent performance; Houston FSI G2 and Hamby 44 show still a










(a) Br1-B1-L6 (tank rask) (b) Br2-B2-L5 (tank rash)
(c) Br3-B1-L5 (tank rash) (d) Br8-B1-L6 (tank rash)
(e) Br8-B2-L2 (pitting) (f) Br8-B2-L6 (tank rash)
(g) Unk-E-L6 (tank rash) (h) Unk-I-L6 (tank rash and break-off)
Figure 8: Overview of bullet lands with prominent deficiency such as tank rash or extreme
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Figure 9: Density curves of land-to-land similarity scores from RF scores (top), cross-
correlation (middle), and consecutive matching striae (CMS)(bottom). Different colors in-
dicate same source versus different source for each land. RF scores for different source com-
parisons are generally well below 0.5. Some same-source comparisons are also below 0.5 for RF
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AUC and 95% confidence intervals
(b) Area under the curve (AUC)
Figure 10: ROC curves and AUC for each (set) of the studies for the random forest score (RF),
cross correlation (CC) and consecutively matching striae (CMS). As seen in the ROC curves,
the algorithm performs the least well on set 2 of the Houston FSI study. Based on AUC, the
overall performance on all sets is very good to excellent for both the cross correlation and the
random forest score, and moderate for CMS scores. At the land level there is no significant
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Figure 11: Equal error (in Percent) and corresponding thresholds for all measures (random
forest score, cross correlation and CMS) under all five (sub-)studies. CMS has an equal error
threshold of 2 for all studies, and perform signifcantly worse than both cross correlation and
the random forest score. At best, Cross correlation and RF score have equal errors for land-
to-land comparisons of around 5%. The performance of the random forest score is slightly
better than the cross-correlation on sets which have higher equal error rates (Houston FSI
G2, Hamby 44).
ROC curves, are shown in Figure 10b. AUC values are useful for differentiating
between poor, good, and excellent model performance, but are not particularly
useful when determining which of several models with approximately the same
level of performance should be used [28].
Figure 11 shows an overview of Equal Error and their thresholds based on
the ROC curves of Figure 10. Equal error rates are the error rates when the
sensitivity and specificity of a test are equal, i.e. we see the same percentage of
missed and wrong identifications for a land-to-land comparison. Equal errors
based on CMS of two lands are significantly higher than equal errors based on
cross correlation or the RF score. At best, RF score and cross correlation have
an equal error of around 5% for land-to-land comparisons.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
At the beginning of this study, we anticipated Hamby 44 would be the easiest
set to evaluate because of its similarity to the sets used to train the random forest
algorithm. In a surprise turn of events, it was the hardest, in part because of
damage to the bullets that obscured LEA striae. It has been shown Redacted
[29] that parts of lands can be used for successful identifications, if at least 50%
of the land is present (using full-length scores as the reference distribution). The
random forest algorithm proposed in Redacted [6] is not capable of automatically
detecting parts of lands with well-expressed striae. It may be useful to couple
the Redacted [6] algorithm with an algorithm which assesses the quality of the
input data and determines which portions of the data to use for comparison.









of the evidence and whether there is enough information present to attempt a
comparison. One major disadvantage of an automated algorithm is that all of
the decisions humans make (recognizing degraded land areas, excluding those
areas from consideration, matching only the remaining areas) must be explicitly
characterized; however, this explicit characterization means that the process can
be scientifically validated to a much higher degree than the human perceptual
process.
All of the studies presented here involve the same type of firearm. We see
some variations in scores across different models of Rugers, and it is probable
that we will see even bigger variations with different brands of firearms that vary
in number of lands and land length. We also know that different firearms and
ammunition combinations mark differently well [30, 31]. Rugers are among the
firearms that mark very well, so we would correspondingly expect to see lowered
similarity scores for other firearms. While the performance of cross-correlation
and random forest scores are similar when evaluated on Rugers, it is likely
that the additional information used to generate the random forest score may
be useful when comparing bullets from barrels which produce fewer distinctive
marks. A future study will compare the performance of the random forest
score, cross-correlation score, and CMS on non-Ruger barrels. The random
forest algorithm is trained on scans taken at the land level, so barrels with
polygonal rifling, such as Glocks, which do not introduce well defined lands on
bullets, cannot be compared using the random forest algorithm examined here.
In addition, we plan to re-fit the random forest using a wider set of scans taken
at different resolutions, with different ammunition, fired from barrels of different
models. We expect that a random forest trained on a wider set of input data
will be more likely to produce scores which meet the criteria for monotonicity
and stability.
The random forest matching algorithm presented in Redacted [6] does per-
form well on three different external test sets. While a single cutoff value cannot
be used to distinguish matches and non-matches across the different test sets,
the algorithm makes no errors when a set-specific cutoff value is used on bullet-
to-bullet scores aggregated using sequence average maximum. This performance
is on par with the performance of forensic examiners. For a future round of the
Houston study, we are planning to compare the algorithmic performance directly
with scores given by forensic toolmark examiners. The algorithm’s score is not
intended to replace an examiner’s judgment; instead, it provides a complemen-
tary tool to measure, quantify, and compare the similarity of two bullets in an
identification. With more research into the behavior of score-based likelihood
ratios, the random forest score may also be used to compute a SLR to explic-
itly quantify the strength of the match between two bullets relative to other
matches in the population. By validating the algorithm on external test sets,
we have demonstrated that the method can be generalized to different types of
ammunition and is not overly sensitive to small differences in rifling procedure.
Future studies can and should generalize this to a wider range of external test
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